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OVERALL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTIC OF 
INFORMATION SYSTEM TO MANAGE R&D AT NATIONAL ACADEMY OF 
PEDAGOGICAL SCIENCE OF UKRAINE 
Goals and Objectives. The goals of the Information System to manage R&D at National 
Academy Pedagogical Science of Ukraine (hereinafter “R&D management” IS) is to support the 
automation of documentary support for R&D management at research institutions in accordance with 
the state regulations in research. It should be provide the access to a single data storage uploaded by 
R&D management documents to officers and researchers in the Presidium and Research Institutions 
of National Academy Pedagogical Science of Ukraine (hereinafter NAPSU) based on the permissions 
policy according to their powers.  
The “R&D management” IS objectives are to design system as a corporate Internet portal 
http://planning.edu-ua.net and based on Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 platform. The front 
end portal is designed as SharePoint site. The back end portal is the SharePoint basic tools for 
documents and workflows added applications, document templates and intelligent interfaces 
developed specifically for IS “R&D management to support NAPSU”.  
“R&D management” IS is the first stage to create the corporate portal for electronic document 
management at NAPSU with the whole range of document workflow functions. Such systems will 
provide technical background for migration from paper or partly automated R&D management to a 
fully automated one. This migration is particularly timely because at state level in Ukraine there are 
normative base and regulated structure of electronic documents and order of their treatment already. 
Since this problem is not solved at NAPSU creating of the IS “R&D management” will be practical 
step to implement the state ICT policy to management education. The IS “R&D management” 
essentially will promote the everyday use of ICT, reduce terms to prepare and process R&D 
documents, will raise the technological performers culture to manage R&D and it will be thus more 
rational use of labor resources in the organization and implementation of the Research. 
Subject domain of the “R&D management” IS. The main activity of Institutions of NAPSU 
is scientific research. Currently the research management is running through paper documents that are 
sent in a few copies from Research Institutions to Presidium of NAPSU. The research management in 
Research Institutions of NAPSU is regulated by "Statute about implementation of researches in the 
National Academy of Pedagogical Sciences of Ukraine" document (release 2011). This Statute is 
developed under the laws of Ukraine "On scientific and scientific and technical activity", "About 
scientific and scientific and technical examination", "About innovative activity", State standard of 
Ukraine SSTU a 3973-2000 "System of development and imputing of products on a production. Rules 
